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  Kushner LaGraize's News

August 2018
  

Congratulations!!

Congratulations to founding partner, David Kushner, CPA, CRFAC and managing partner Ernie
Gelpi, CPA, CGFM who were both named by CityBusiness as 2018 Money Makers!

Extension Deadlines 
 

With the tax extension deadlines approaching, we are asking all clients to please send in your
2017 tax information as soon as possible. The deadline for S- corporations and partnership tax
returns is September 17, 2018 while the deadline for corporations and individual tax returns is
October 15, 2018. In addition, if you are required to make estimated tax payments, the third
quarter estimated tax payments will be due September 17, 2018. 

 
 

Announcement!

We are pleased to announce that INSIDE Public Accounting has named Kushner LaGraize,
L.L.C. a 2018 Top 300 Firm!
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Many Back-To-School Expenses are Tax Deductible

 

School supplies, uniforms, tuition, and educational equipment required by schools may be
eligible for the Louisiana school tuition & expense deductions. The tax deductions can be claimed
for elementary and secondary school tuition, fees and other educational expenses, including
educational expenses for home-schooled children. In order to claim the deductions, the student
must be a dependent on the taxpayer's state individual income tax return. For more information
on claiming the tax deductions, visit www.revenue.louisiana.gov/schooldeduction.
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  Timely Opportunities

Tax Law Expands Accounting Method Options for Small Businesses
Accounting for taxes can be complicated. Fortunately, the federal tax law
allows some simplified and more-flexible accounting alternatives for small
businesses. And now, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act allows more companies to
qualify for the cash basis method and elect out of complex inventory and
percentage-of-completion accounting rules. Is your business eligible to take
advantage of these changes?
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  Human Resources

Is it Time to Rebid Your Vendor Contracts?
Sometimes service vendor relationships can get just a little bit too cozy. Next
thing you know, you're being taken for granted — and perhaps overpaying or
not getting the quality of service that you should. How can you avoid that
situation? By rebidding contracts on a regular basis. Here's how.
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  Business Finance
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Does Your Buy-Sell Agreement Need Updating?
Many savvy businesses establish buy-sell agreements in case a co-owner
voluntarily or involuntarily leaves. But it's not enough to draft such an
agreement; the document must be periodically reviewed and perhaps
updated. This article examines key aspects to re-evaluate — including
triggering events, structure and funding sources.
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  Forensic Accounting

Should Employees Know About Methods to Uncover Fraud?
While most employees are honest, there may be a few who are not.
Chances are, your company has programs to monitor employees and
transactions in an effort to detect internal fraud. Should you keep these efforts
secret? Here are some reasons why you might want to increase the
perception among employees that if they steal, they will be caught because
systems are in place to detect inappropriate behavior.
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  Latest Headlines

USTR Lighthizer eyes NAFTA 'breakthrough,' Mexico urges flexibility
 Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Aug 2018 17:54:14 -0400

  

Exclusive: U.S. seed sellers push for limits on Monsanto, BASF weed killer
 Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Aug 2018 17:52:00 -0400

  

Nvidia forecast lags Wall Street as crypto demand evaporates
 Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Aug 2018 17:50:54 -0400

  

First crack at Musk could give top Tesla funds an edge
 Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Aug 2018 17:48:41 -0400

  

Wall St. rallies on solid earnings, U.S.-China trade talks
 Reuters.com - Thu, 16 Aug 2018 17:33:38 -0400
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